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DigiGrid
explained
Its launch at NAMM as a collaboration between Waves and Digico
caused one of the biggest stirs in the DAW world for some time.
MICK OLESH, senior vice president of Waves, sheds light on
DigiGrid and the thinking behind it.
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rom the studio to the stage and back again, today’s digital productions
are getting more and more complex with higher track counts, CPU-hungrier
plug-ins and increasingly demanding real-time requirements — not to
mention portability, expandability and connectivity concerns. Waves,
Digico, and its sister studio sound company Soundtracs, have joined
forces to create hardware and software processing solutions
to address these needs with DigiGrid, which provides
users of Native DAWs, Pro Tools and MADI-enabled
devices direct access to the Waves SoundGrid audio
networking and real-time processing platform.
To appreciate the value and benefits that
DigiGrid brings it’s important to understand
a bit about the Waves SoundGrid. An audio
processing and networking platform for realtime low-latency applications, SoundGrid
transports full quality, uncompressed
audio over standard Ethernet using
Cat5e/6 cables, and processes audio with
ultra low latency using cost-effective,
upgradable Intel-based SoundGrid DSP
Servers. Road-tested and rock-solid,
SoundGrid has been in use for the last
four years, meeting the demands of the
live sound industry by providing realtime processing for Beyoncé, Rihanna,
Katy Perry, Lady Gaga, Maroon 5, Taylor
Swift and Coldplay, to name a few. That’s a
testimonial to the power and reliability of the
SoundGrid platform — in live sound there are
no second takes and you’ve got to get it right the
first time night after night.
It’s probably safe to say that most studio-based
professionals (and many live sound engineers) are well
acquainted with Waves as a developer of pro audio signal
processing technologies and recipient of a Technical Grammy for
its contributions to the recording industry. To create DigiGrid, Waves
joined forces with Digico — the manufacturer of live sound and broadcast mixing
consoles. Digico brings the design and development skills, along with the digital
engineering expertise, that have helped create some of the most successful and
ground-breaking digital audio solutions. Live sound hardware has to sound great,
be reliable night after night and stand up to the rigours of the road. Now this high
level of engineering is being brought to the studio world via DigiGrid and longterm reliability has been designed in right from the start.
Digico established its reputation by creating a truly open-ended console system
based on a combination of world-class hardware (mic preamps and A-D/D-A
conversion) and cutting-edge software. Similarly, DigiGrid is a partnership of
hardware and software, made up of individual components that together comprise
a complete system.
You can explain the main focus of DigiGrid in the simplest possible terms in two
words: audio interfaces. DigiGrid audio interfaces are aimed at three general user
categories, with specific products and specifications tailored to the needs of each
group: Native DAW users, Pro Tools users, and MADI-enabled console users. All
DigiGrid products feature state-of-the-art convertors and connectors to maintain
and maximise signal integrity throughout the system. To paint the DigiGrid picture
in the broadest possible strokes, we’ll be using a series of concentric circles with
the phrase Audio Interfaces at the centre (see figure).
Expanding outwardly, the next circle can be labelled Audio Networking.
DigiGrid interfaces provide the ability to create an audio network via Ethernet.
This is a good time to point out the efficiency of Ethernet as an audio delivery
channel as well as its overall advantages. Ethernet delivers dramatically faster
performance than USB or Firewire, and this difference alone makes it an attractive
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alternative. Additionally, since Ethernet is an established networking protocol, it
offers the ability to chain together multiple DigiGrid modules, all working together
seamlessly — multiple studios, control rooms and performance spaces can all be
equipped with individual DigiGrid units, functioning and communicating with
one another instantly. Additionally, via the connectivity offered by DigiGrid
components and the Waves SoundGrid platform, Native DAWs, legacy and newer
Pro Tools DSP systems, and MADI-enabled consoles can all run simultaneously as
part of one network, using the included custom-designed Waves SoundGrid Core
Audio or ASIO drivers.
In the next concentric circle would come Low-Latency Processing for Real-Time
Applications. DigiGrid introduces the ability to use low-latency processing for realtime applications such as studio monitoring, live sound, broadcast and beyond,
and this processing is performed, as explained earlier, via the Waves SoundGrid
platform, powered by Intel-based SoundGrid DSP Servers.
To say that DigiGrid takes the plug-in strain off your computer’s CPU begins
to tell the story, but it really only scratches the surface. Beyond the readily
apparent benefits of real-time low-latency processing in any quantity, DigiGrid in
general and SoundGrid DSP Servers in particular allow the option of
previously unimaginable numbers of plug-in instances. Since
they take advantage of the most recent advancements in
micro-processor technologies, SoundGrid DSP Severs
allocate processing power far more efficiently (some
might say more intelligently) than proprietary
hardware devices that are based on multiple
lower-powered (slower) chips; this difference
alone makes the DigiGrid line a very
attractive complement (or alternative) to
other hardware DSP solutions. To cite
but one example: certain plug-ins such
as convolution reverbs, for example,
require massive amounts of processing
power to run their required mathematical
calculations. On proprietary systems
using older slower processors, it’s quite
easy to max out the capabilities of an
individual chip; this is simply not the
case when using SoundGrid DSP Servers.
Thus, the outer circle would be labelled
DSP Power.
Let’s take a look at the benefits DigiGrid
brings to various types of users. In the
studio, DigiGrid systems deliver real-time,
super low latency SoundGrid plug-in processing
and monitoring capabilities, for all major DAW
hosts including Pro Tools, Logic, Cubase, Nuendo and
others. Using DigiGrid components, multiple I-Os, DAWs
and consoles can all be inter-connected via SoundGrid;
ASIO and Core Audio SoundGrid drivers provide easy integration
with Windows and Mac operating systems. And, with comprehensive
solutions for Native and proprietary systems, DigiGrid is, above all, flexible.
Easy-to-use DigiGrid Pro Tools-to-SoundGrid Interfaces give users of proprietary
Pro Tools hardware and I-Os full access and connectivity to the Waves SoundGrid
Audio-over-Ethernet network. Users of legacy Pro Tools HD as well as newer
systems can now expand their I-O systems and enhance their processing power.
For broadcast and live applications, DigiGrid systems deliver real-time, super low
latency Waves plug-in processing and monitoring capabilities. With up to 128
inputs and 128 outputs per unit, DigiGrid MADI-to-SoundGrid Interfaces make it
quick (0.8ms latency, roundtrip) and easy for live sound and broadcast engineers
to take maximum advantage of the seemingly limitless processing power of
SoundGrid DSP Servers running SoundGrid plug-ins.
Waves has recently opened up the SoundGrid platform to third-party plug-ins,
so in the very near future, plug-ins from additional developers (starting with Plugin Alliance) will be SoundGrid-compatible, meaning you will be able to run even
more of your favourite plug-ins.
Using Waves custom ASIO or Core Audio DAW drivers, processed tracks can
be recorded in real-time, direct-to-DAW, pre- or post-processing — or both — for
maximum flexibility during mixdown. Best of all, there's no need for an additional
computer or I-O to record the show; simply set up virtual routing using the Waves
drivers and hit Record.
At the heart of all DigiGrid systems are Waves SoundGrid DSP Servers, powered
by the latest Intel architecture, which take advantage of the most recent advances
in CPU speed and performance to provide unprecedented processing power and
efficiency. To give just one example, recent benchmarks have shown SoundGrid
DSP Servers (with an Intel i5 processor) capable of running well over 300 plug-ins
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simultaneously.
The Panel gives a brief overview of each DigiGrid
component, highlighting the differences and
similarities of each. DigiGrid features a high-definition,
digitally controlled microphone preamplifier design
from Digico. Its -20dB to 60dB range, padless,
discreet topology has a full 360- degree potentiometer
sweep and is an ultra low noise, fully balanced, high
headroom design.
Best of all, DigiGrid systems are designed to grow
along with your needs. Instead of replacing one
component with another you add more boxes as
the need arises. This expandability makes DigiGrid
a processing and networking solution for users at all
levels from the beginner to the multistudio facility.

In the next instalment we’ll look at some scenarios
in which audio engineers often find themselves and
explore the various ways DigiGrid can help solve
real-life problems. We’ll also see how to connect
DigiGrid components and delve deeper into the
capabilities of each.
For those who live and breathe audio, every new
innovation brings with it a sense of wonder at its
possibilities and the hope that it could be a game
changer. We at Waves and Digico are firmly convinced
that DigiGrid represents a giant leap forward by
integrating audio interfaces, audio networking and
audio processing under one umbrella, while keeping
the entire system easy to use, flexible, expandable
and, most importantly, sounding great. n
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DigiGrid components
SWI — The SWI
5-way network
switch is tested
and cer tified
for SoundGrid
compatibility,
ensuring smooth
setup and
performance
straight out of
the box.

IOS — For personal production studios, the DigiGrid IOS is an 8 x 8 I-O
that includes a built-in SoundGrid DSP Server (powered by an Intel i3
microprocessor) and certified SoundGrid switch. With 8 mic/line inputs, 8
line outputs, 2 headphone outputs, MIDI In/Out, SPDIF and AES outputs, IOS
is an all-in-one audio interface.

IOX — For professional facilities with separate performance rooms, the IOX
preamp I-O features 12 mic/line inputs and 4 line outputs, plus 4 individual
headphone outputs, for customisable mixes for each performer.

IOC — An I-O custom-designed with control rooms in mind, it has 2 mic inputs,
8 line inputs, 8 line outputs and 2 headphone outputs, plus 16 AES outs and
ADAT for additional connectivity options.

DLS — With 64 digital inputs and 64 digital outputs plus a built-in SoundGrid
DSP Server and a SoundGrid switch, the DigiGrid DLS Pro Tools-to-SoundGrid
Interface is the integrated solution for users who want to expand their existing
systems while enjoying the convenience of an all-in-one hardware interface.

MGB — A MADI-to-SoundGrid BNC (Coaxial)
Interface with 2 MADI ports and up to 128
Inputs and 128 Outputs.

MGO — A MADIto-SoundGrid
Optical Interface
with 2 MADI
ports and up to
128 Inputs and
128 Outputs.

If you want the broadest choice
in high-end gear when
considering your next purchase,
call or email us to arrange a
demo… at ours, or at yours.

DLI — With 64 digital inputs and 64 digital outputs the DLI Pro Tools-toSoundGrid Interface was engineered for users of large Pro Tools systems who
require the extra processing power of a dedicated SoundGrid DSP Server.
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We carry the largest stocks of
serious audio equipment in
Europe.
Our North London showroom is
packed to the rafters with the
best in monitors, microphones,
consoles, convertors,
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